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Abstract. Problems in civil engineering are often characterized by significant uncertainty in their mate-
rial parameters. Sampling methods are a straightforward manner to account for this uncertainty, which is
typically modeled as a random field. A novel method developed by the authors called p-refined Multilevel
Quasi-Monte Carlo (p-MLQMC), achieves a significant computational cost reduction with respect to classic
Multilevel Monte Carlo (h-MLMC). p-MLQMC uses a hierarchy of p-refined Finite Element meshes, com-
bined with a deterministic Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling rule. A non-negligible part of modeling the
stochastics in non-deterministic engineering problems consists in adequately incorporating the uncertainty
in the Finite Element model. This is typically done by evaluating the random field at certain carefully cho-
sen evaluation points, and assigning the resulting scalars to the different finite elements. For the h-MLMC
method, these evaluation points consist of the centroids of the elements. For the p-MLQMC method, we
distinguish two different approaches to select the evaluation points, the Non-Nested Approach (NNA) and
the Local Nested Approach (LNA). We investigate how these approaches affect the variance reduction over
the levels and the total computational cost. We benchmark the p-ML(Q)MC-LNA, p-ML(Q)MC-NNA and
h-MLMC method on a slope stability problem where the uncertainty is located in the soil’s cohesion. We
show that the p-MLQMC-LNA method outperforms all other considered methods in terms of computational
cost.

1 INTRODUCTION

Problems in the engineering sciences are typically subject to uncertainty. This uncertainty can be present
in the material parameters, as for example, the cohesion of the soil in a slope stability problem. Purely
deterministic solutions provide only limited insight into the assessement of structural safety or stability, un-
der uncertain material conditions. There is therefore an increasing need for fast stochastic methods which
can assess the uncertainty on the output of a model. A popular stochastic sampling method consists of the
Multilevel Monte Carlo Method (MLMC). First developped by Giles, see [1, 2], the MLMC methods relies
on a hierarchy of refined meshes in order to reduce the total computational cost by means of variance reduc-
tion. Most of the samples are taken on low resolution and computationally cheap meshes, while a decreasing
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number of samples are taken on high resolution and computationally expensive meshes. The mesh hierarchy
is typically constructed by selecting a coarse Finite Element mesh approximation of the considered prob-
lem, and recursively applying the h-refinement scheme. The MLMC method already considerably reduces
the total computational cost with respect to standard Monte Carlo (MC). In standard MC, all the samples
are taken on the highest resolution mesh, i.e., the mesh with the highest computational cost. A speedup up
to a factor 10 can be achieved by means of MLMC with respect to standard MC. This was demonstrated
on an academic beam bending problem where the beam deflection was considered, see [3]. Improvements
such as the Multilevel Quasi-Monte Carlo method have been developped, see [4]. Here the randomly gen-
erated Monte Carlo sample points are replaced with deterministically generated Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC)
sample points. In our previous work, see [5], we have demonstrated that the MLQMC method outperforms
the MLMC method in terms of computational cost. However, classic ML(Q)MC remains costly due to an
almost geometrical increase in the number of degrees of freedom for each refined mesh. Therefore, we
have developped a novel multilevel method, called p-refined Multilevel Quasi-Monte Carlo (p-MLQMC),
see [6]. This multilevel method combines a mesh hierarchy based on a p-refinement scheme with a QMC
sampling rule. This approach yields significant computational cost savings with respect to classic Multi-
level (Quasi-)Monte Carlo (h-ML(Q)MC), where the mesh hierarchy is based on an h-refinement approach.
However, the p-MLQMC method presents the practitioner with additional difficulties. The main difficulty
consists how to adequately incorporate the uncertainty, modeled as a random field, in the Finite Element
model. In case of h-ML(Q)MC, this is achieved by applying the midpoint method. Scalars obtained from
the evaluation of the random field at the elements centroids are assigned to each element. However for the
p-MLQMC method, the midpoint method cannot be used. This is because the refinement strategy in the
p-MLQMC method does not increase the number of elements. For the p-MLQMC method, we resort to the
integration point method. Here, scalars resulting from the evaluation of the random field at certain spatial
locations, are accounted for during numerical integration of the element stiffness matrices. The choice of
these evaluation points will influence the variance reduction over the levels, and thus the total computational
runtime. We distinguish two different approaches to select these points, the Non-Nested Approach (NNA)
and the Local Nested Approach (LNA).

In this work we will benchmark the p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA methods and the h-MLMC method. We will
show how the uncertainty is accounted for in the model, and how the evaluation points of the random field
are to be selected. The methods will be compared in terms of total computational cost. The model problem
on which we will benchmark the methods, consists of a slope stability problem. The slope stability problem
is a geotechnical engineering problem, where the goal is to assess the stability of natural or man-made
slopes. This stability can, among other, be assessed by investigating the vertical displacement of the top
of the slope. The paper is structured as follows. First we introduce the theoretical background pertaining
to multilevel methods. Second, we discuss the underlying Finite Element Solver, and present the model
problem. Last, we present the results obtained for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and h-MLMC.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we present the theoretical background for the p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and h-MLMC meth-
ods. We start by giving a formulation for the MC estimator, before introducing the MLMC and MLQMC
estimators. Hereafter, we discuss the mechanics pertaining to the variance reduction over the levels. In the
next part we relate the number of samples to the variance reduction. In the second to last part, we present the
mesh hierarchies of the discretized slope stability problem. In the final part, we present how the midpoint
and integration point method are to be implemented for h-MLMC and p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA. Here the
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focus lies on the choice of the evaluation points of the random field.

2.1 Estimators and Variances

The MC estimator is given by

QMC
L :=

1
NL

NL∑
n=1

PL(u(n)
L ). (1)

It expresses the expected value of the quantity of interest P on the finest level ` = L, as the sample average
of the quantity of interest on the finest level PL, where u(n)

L stands for the Monte Carlo evaluation points,
i.e., all the samples are computed on the finest level.

On the other hand, the MLMC estimator is given by

QMLMC
L :=

1
N0

N0∑
n=1

P0(u(n)
0 ) +

L∑
`=1

 1
N`

N∑̀
n=1

(
P`(u(n)

`
)−P`−1(u(n)

`
)
) . (2)

Here the expected value of the quantity of interest on the finest level ` = L, is expressed as the sample
average of the quantity of interest on the coarsest level ` = 0, plus a series of correction terms on levels
` = {1, . . . ,L}. The variance of the MLMC estimator is given by

V
[
QMLMC

L

]
=

L∑
`=0

V
[
∆QMLMC

`

]
:=

L∑
`=0

1
N`

N∑̀
n=1

(
∆P(n)

`
−E [∆P`]

)2

(N` −1)
=

L∑
`=0

V [∆P`]
N`

, (3)

where E [∆P`] := 1
N`

∑N`

n=1 ∆P(n)
`

, with ∆P(n)
`

:= P`(u(n)
`

)−P`−1(u(n)
`

), and P−1 := 0.

The MLQMC estimator, used in the p-MLQMC-LNA/NNA methods, and its variance are given by

QMLQMC
L :=

1
R0

R0∑
r=1

1
N0

N0∑
n=1

P0(u(r,n)
0 ) +

L∑
`=1

1
R`

R∑̀
r=1

 1
N`

N∑̀
n=1

(
P`(u(r,n)

`
)−P`−1(u(r,n)

`
)
) , (4)

and

V
[
QMLQMC

L

]
=

L∑
`=0

V
[
∆QMLQMC

`

]
:=

L∑
`=0

1
N`R`

R∑̀
r=1

1
(R` −1)

N∑̀
n=1

(
∆P(r,n)

`
−E [∆P`]

)2

N`
=

L∑
`=0

V [∆P`]
N`R`

, (5)

where E [∆P`] := 1
R`

∑R`
r=1

1
N`

∑N`

n=1 ∆P(r,n)
`

, with ∆P(r,n)
`

:= P`(u(r,n)
`

)−P`−1(u(r,n)
`

), and P−1 := 0. R` stands for
the number of shifts per level, see further on.

The major difference between the MLQMC and MLMC estimator resides in the choice of the sample points.
The estimator for MLQMC and its variance, see Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are based on deterministic sample points
(QMC points), u(r,n)

`
. On the other hand, the estimator for MLMC and its variance, see Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)

are based on a set of random sample points (MC points), u(n)
`

. This is illustrated in Figure 1 on a two-
dimensional unit square.

However, the use of these deterministic sample points introduces an additional bias on the stochastic quanti-
ties of the computed solution. In order to recover unbiased estimates, ‘randomness’ needs to be reintroduced.
This is achieved by supplementing the formulation of the estimator and its variance with a summation over
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a number of random shifts r = 1,2, ...,R` on each level `, with the random shifts Ξr ∈ [0,1]s. In our imple-
mentation R` = 10 for ` = {0, . . . ,L}. The QMC sample points are obtained according to

u(r,n) := Φ−1 (frac(φ2(n)z +Ξr)) ,n ∈ N, (6)

where Φ−1 is the inverse of the univariate standard normal cumulative distribution function, frac(x) := x−
bxc, x > 0, φ2 is the radical inverse function in base 2 and z is an s-dimensional vector of positive integers.
This representation is known as a shifted rank-1 lattice rule. The generating vector z was constructed with
the component-by-component (CBC) algorithm with decreasing weights, γ j = 1/ j2, see [7].
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Figure 1: Example of MC and QMC sample points.

2.2 Variance Reduction

Multilevel methods rely on a variance reduction across the levels in order to achieve a computational
speedup. This means that the sample variance of the difference for increasing level ` continuously de-
creases, i.e., V [∆P1] > V [∆P2] > · · · > V [∆PL]. This variance reduction is only obtained when a strong
positive correlation is achieved between the results of two successive levels, i.e.,

V [∆P`] = V [P` −P`−1]
= V [P`] +V [P`−1]−2cov(P`,P`−1) ,

(7)

where cov(P`,P`−1) = ρ`,`−1
√
V [P`]V [P`−1] is the covariance between P` and P`−1 with ρ`,`−1 the corre-

lation coefficient. The value of cov(P`,P`−1) must be larger than 0 to have a large variance reduction, and
hence an efficient multilevel method.

2.3 Number of Samples per Level

The sample variance of the difference V [∆P`] determines the number of samples to be taken on level ` =

{1, . . . ,L}. It is only on level ` = 0, that the sample variance V [P`] is used.

In the MLMC method, the number of samples per level N` is the result of an optimization problem, see [1].
The cost of the MLMC estimator, given by

C
(
QMLMC

L

)
=

L∑
`=0

N`C`, (8)

with C` the computational cost to compute a single realization on level `, is minimized, while subjected to
the constraint that the variance of the estimator from Eq. (3) is smaller than ε2

2 . Here, ε is the user requested
tolerance on the root mean square error (RMSE). Note that C0 < C1 < · · · < CL. When treating the number
of samples as a continuous variable, the number of samples per level is given by,

N` =
2
ε2

√
V [∆P`]

C`

L∑
τ=0

√
V [∆Pτ]Cτ. (9)
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For the MLQMC method, a different approach is followed. This is because an expression similar to the
one in Eq. (9), is difficult to obtain. Therefore, we resort to the ‘doubling’ algorithm. The procedure starts
by computing a number of startup samples together with a user defined number of shifts on each level.
From these samples, V [∆P`] and V

[
∆QMLQMC

`

]
are estimated on each level `, see Eq. (5). The iterative

step of the doubling algorithm consists of selecting the level τ on which the ratio of the contribution to
the total variance of the estimator, with the sample cost is maximal, i.e., argmax

τ∈L
(V [∆Pτ]/ (CτRτNτ)). On

this level τ, the number of samples is multiplied with a constant factor. This procedure is repeated until
V

[
QMLQMC

L

]
< ε2

2 . In our approach, this constant is chosen as 1.2.

2.4 Mesh Hierarchies

In the multilevel setting, the levels ` = {0, . . . ,L} refer to the meshes in the mesh hierarchy. The coarsest
mesh is denoted as level 0, while subsequent refinements of the coarse mesh are denoted as level 1, level
2,. . . Classically, the mesh hierarchy in the ML(Q)MC method is constructed starting from a coarse Finite
Element mesh, on which h-refinement is applied recursively, see [8]. However, this approach leads to an
almost geometric increase in the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) per increasing level, resulting in a
high computational cost. Therefore, we propose a mesh hierarchy based on a p-refinement approach, i.e.,
increasing the polynomial’s order of the shape functions per increasing level. With such an approach, the
DOFs do not increase geometrically, see Table 1. This mesh hierarchy applied to the slope stability problem,
is shown in Figure 2. Here, the Finite Element nodal points are represented as black dots. In Figure 2, we
also present the h-refined mesh hierarchy of the slope stability problem.

——— p-refinement ———-

——— Level 0 ———- ——— Level 1 ———-

——— h-refinement ———-

——— Level 0 ———- ——— Level 1 ———-

Figure 2: p- and h-refined hierarchy of meshes used for the slope stability problem.

2.5 Incorporating the Uncertainty

In the slope stability problem, the soil’s cohesion is uncertain. This uncertainty is modeled by means of a
random field, which is constructed by means of the Karhunen Loève (KL) expansion,

Z(x,ω) = Z(x) +

s∑
n=1

√
θnξn(ω)bn(x) . (10)

Here, Z(x) is the mean of the field and ξn(ω) denote i.i.d. standard normal random variables. The symbols θn

and bn(x) denote the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions respectively, which are the solutions of the eigenvalue
problem

∫
D C(x,y)bn(y)dy = θnbn(x) with a given covariance kernel C(x,y). Note that in order to represent

the uncertainty of the soil’s cohesion we do not use Z(x,ω) but exp(Z(x,ω)), see §3.

The uncertainty is represented by point evaluations of the random field resulting from the evaluation of
Eq.(10) at certain evaluation points contained in the set x. Because we consider a multilevel hierarchy, a set
of evaluation points on each level is needed, i.e., x` for ` = {0, . . . ,L}.
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——— Level 0 ———-

Figure 3: Locations of the random field evaluation points for the midpoint approach represented as dots.

In order to incorporate the uncertainty in the Finite Element model, we consider two different methods,
the midpoint method and the integration point method. In both methods the uncertainty resides in the
elastoplastic constitutive matrix D. This matrix is used for constructing the element stiffness matrices by
integrating the following expression,

Ke =

∫
Ωe

BT DBdΩe, (11)

with the matrix B containing the derivatives of the element shape function. In practice, the right-hand side
expression in Eq.(11) is computed as follows,

Ke =

|q|∑
i=1

BT
i DiBiwi, (12)

with Bi the matrix B evaluated at quadrature point qi ∈ q, i.e., B(qi), Di the matrix D containing the uncer-
tainty, i.e., D (ωi), and wi the quadrature weight.

2.5.1 Midpoint Method

The midpoint method is classically used in conjunction with the h-MLMC method. The evaluation points
of the random field in the set x` on levels ` = {0, . . .L} are selected as the centroids of the elements. This is
shown in Figure 3, where the dots represent the spatial locations of the centroids of the elements. In case of
the midpoint method, the uncertainty inside each element is considered constant, i.e., D1 = D2 = · · · = D|q|,
see Eq.(12). Note that the resolution of the random field increases with each level, i.e., |x0| < |x1| < · · · |xL|.

2.5.2 Integration Point Method

The p-MLQMC method uses the integration point method in order to incorporate the uncertainty in the Finite
Element model. Here the uncertainty varies inside each individual element, i.e., D1 , D2 , · · · , D|q|, see
Eq.(12). We consider two different approaches for the integration point method. The Non-Nested Approach
(NNA) and the Local Nested Approach (LNA). These approaches differ in the selection process of the points
used for the point evaluation of the random field. However, for both approaches, the user first needs to define
the number of quadrature points to be used per level.

The selection process for NNA is as follows. Here, the evaluation points of the random field are selected
in a local triangular coordinate system, and grouped in sets xlocal

`
for ` = {0, . . . ,L}. The sets xlocal

`
are taken

equal to the sets of quadrature points used for the numerical integration in Eq. (12), i.e., xlocal
`

= q`. Because
q0 * q` * · · · * qL, it follows that xlocal

0 * xlocal
`
* · · · * xlocal

L . This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where qi
`
∈ q`

is represented by 4`. The evaluation points of the random field contained in the set xlocal
`

are represented by
 `. After their selection, the points in xlocal

`
are mapped to a global mesh coordinate system, resulting in x`,

in order to be used in Eq. (10). For NNA, there exists only one set of points x` per level. Note that here also
the resolution of the random field increases with each level because |q0| < |q1| < · · · |qL|.
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—— Level 0 —— —— Level 1 —— —— Level 2 ——

Figure 4: Locations of the quadrature points 4 and the evaluation points of the random field on a reference triangular
element for NNA.

For LNA, a different approach is used. The underlying idea consists of correlating the levels two-by-two.
In practice this is done by constructing two sets of evaluation points of the random field, denote by x`,coarse
and x`,fine for levels ` = {1, . . . ,L}. This results in two representations of the random field per level, a coarse
and a fine one. The coarse representation of the random field essentially acts as a representation of the
field on level `− 1. This is because q`,coarse = q`−1,fine. The points in both sets are selected such that the
sets are nested for given level `, i.e., x`,coarse ⊆ x`,fine. The procedure starts on level ` = {L, . . . ,0} by setting
xlocal
`,fine = q`,fine. Then for level ` = {L, . . . ,1} the points for set xlocal

`,coarse are taken from the set xlocal
`,fine, such that

each selected point is the closest neighbor to a point in the set q`,coarse. Note that here also the resolution of
the random field increases with each level because |q0,fine| < |q1,fine| < · · · |qL,fine|, and q`,coarse = q`−1,fine. This
is illustrated in Figure 5, where qi

`,coarse ∈ q`,coarse is represented by 4`,coarse, qi
`,fine ∈ q`,fine by 4`,fine. The

points in xlocal
`,coarse and xlocal

`,fine are represented by  `,coarse and by  `,fine. Following their selection, the points
from xlocal

`,coarse and xlocal
`,fine are mapped to global coordinates, resulting in sets x`,coarse and x`,fine.

—— Level 0 ——

—— Fine ——

—— Level 1 ——

—— Coarse —— —— Fine ——

—— Level 2 ——

—— Coarse —— —— Fine ——

Figure 5: Locations of the quadrature points 4 and the evaluation points of the random field on a reference triangular
element for LNA.

3 MODEL PROBLEM

The model problem we consider for benchmarking the p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA methods and the h-MLMC
method, consists of a slope stability problem where the soil’s cohesion has a spatially varying uncertainty,
see [9]. In a slope stability problem, the safety of the slope can be assessed by evaluating the vertical
displacement of the top of the slope when sustaining its own weight. We consider the displacement in
the plastic domain, which is governed by the Drucker–Prager yield criterion. A small amount of isotropic
linear hardening is taken into account for numerical stability reasons. Because of the nonlinear stress–strain
relation arising in the plastic domain, a Newton–Raphson iterative solver is used. In order to compute the
displacement in a slope stability problem, an incremental load approach is used, i.e., the total load resulting
from the slope’s weight is added in discrete load steps, starting with a force of 0N. These loads steps are
added until the downward force resulting from the slope’s weight is reached. This approach results in the
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following system of equations for the displacement,

K∆u = f +∆f −k, (13)

where ∆u stands for the displacement increment and K the global stiffness matrix resulting from the assem-
bly of element stiffness matrices Ke, see Eq. (11). The right hand side of Eq. (13) stands for the residual.
Here, f is the sum of the external force increments applied in the previous steps, ∆f is the applied load
increment of the current step and k is the internal force resulting from the stresses. For a more thorough
explanation on the methods used to solve the slope stability problem we refer to [10, Chapter 2 §4 and
Chapter 7 §3 and §4].

The mesh hierarchies shown in Figure 2 are generated by using a combination of the open source mesh
generator GMSH, see [11], and Matlab, see [12]. Table 1 lists the number of elements (Nel), degrees
of freedom (DOF), element order (Order), and the number of quadrature points per element (Nquad), per
level for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and h-MLMC. The number of quadrature points in the p-ML(Q)MC-
LNA/NNA methods are chosen so as to increase the spatial resolution of the field per increasing level, and
to ensure numerical stability of the computations of the displacement in the plastic domain. In this paper we
consider two-dimensional uniform, Lagrange triangular elements.

Table 1: Characteristics of the mesh hierarchy for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and h-MLMC.

p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA
Level Nel DOF Order Nquad

0 33 160 2 16
1 33 338 3 19
2 33 582 4 28
3 33 892 5 37
4 33 1268 6 61
5 33 1710 7 73
6 33 2218 8 126

h-MLMC
Level Nel DOF Order Nquad

0 132 160 1 7
1 528 582 1 7
2 2112 2218 1 7
3 8448 8658 1 7
4 33792 34210 1 7
5 / / / /

6 / / / /

The quantity of interest (QoI) is taken as the vertical displacement in meters of the upper left node of the
model. This is depicted in Figure 6 by the arrow.

Figure 6: The QoI selected as the vertical displacement of the upper left node, indicated with an arrow.

The uncertainty of the cohesion of the soil is represented by means of a lognormal random field. This field
is obtained by applying the exponential to the field obtained in Eq. (10), Zlognormal(x,ω) = exp(Z(x,ω)). For
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Figure 7: Uncertainty on the QoI

the covariance Kernel C(x,y) of the random field, we use the Matérn covariance kernel,

C(x,y) :=
σ2

2ν−1Γ (ν)

 √2ν‖x−y‖2
λ

ν Kν

(
√

2ν
‖x−y‖2

λ

)
, (14)

with ν = 2.0 the smoothness parameter, Kν the modified Bessel function of the second kind, σ2 = 1 the vari-
ance and λ = 1.5 the correlation length. The characteristics of the lognormal distribution used to represent
the uncertainty of the cohesion of the soil are as follows: a mean of 8.02kPa and a standard deviation of
400Pa. The spatial dimensions of the slope are: a length of 20m, a height of 14m and a slope angle of
30◦. The material characteristics are: a Young’s modulus of 30MPa, a Poisson ratio of 0.25, a density of
1330kg/m3 and a friction angle of 20◦. Plane strain is considered for this problem. The number of stochas-
tic dimensions considered for the generation of the Gaussian random field is s = 400, see Eq. (10). With a
value s= 400, 99% of the variability of the random field is accounted for.

The stochastic part of our simulations was performed with the Julia packages MultilevelEstimators.jl, see
[13], and GaussianRandomFields.jl, see [14]. The Finite Element code used, is an in-house Matlab code
developed by the Structural Mechanics Section of the KU Leuven. All the results have been computed on
a workstation equipped with 2 physical cores, Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 CPU’s, each with 12 logical cores,
clocked at 2.50 GHz, and a total of 128 GB RAM.

4 RESULTS

In this section we will discuss the results obtained with the p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and the h-MLMC
methods.

4.1 Uncertainty on the QoI

In Figure 7, we show the uncertainty on the QoI, obtained with the p-MLQMC-LNA method. The shades
of grey represent the probability density function (PDF), the black line represents the mean, and the black
dotted lines represent the 1 sigma bounds.

4.2 Variance and Expected Value

In Figure 8 we show the sample variance over the levels V [P`], the sample variance of the difference over
the levels V [∆P`], the expected value over the levels E [P`] and the expected value of the difference over
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the levels E [∆P`].
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Figure 8: Variance and Expected Value over the levels.

As expected with multilevel methods, we observe that E [P`] remains constant over the levels, while E [∆P`]
decreases with increasing level. As explained in §2.2, multilevel methods are based on a variance reduction
by means of a hierarchical refinement of Finite Element meshes. In practice this means that the sample
variance V [P`] remains constant across the levels, while the sample variance of the difference over the
levels V [∆P`] decreases per increasing level. This is indeed what we observe for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA and h-
MLMC. For p-ML(Q)MC-NNA we observe thatV [∆P`] does not decrease. From Figure 8, we can conclude
that the choice of the evaluation points for the random field greatly influences the behavior of V [∆P`] in the
p-MLQMC method.

4.3 Samples

In this section we show the number of samples for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA/NNA and h-MLMC for a tolerance
on the RMSE of 7.310x10−5, see Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Number of samples for a tolerance on the RMSE of 7.310x10−5.

We observe that the number of samples for p-ML(Q)MC-LNA is lower than for p-ML(Q)MC-NNA. This is
due to the ‘bad’ decrease of V [∆P`] when NNA is combined with p-ML(Q)MC. The horizontal plateaus,
e.g., the horizontal line created by connecting the number of samples of level 2, 3 and 4 for p-MLQMC-
LNA, indicate that no additional samples have yet been taken in addition to the initial startup samples. For
stricter tolerances, additional samples will be taken on these finer levels.
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4.4 Runtimes

We show the absolute and relative runtime as a function of the user requested tolerance ε on the RMSE in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Absolute runtimes in function of requested user tolerance.

The results for the absolute runtime are expressed in seconds. For the relative runtime, we have normalised
the computational cost of all the methods such that the results for p-MLQMC-LNA have unity cost for each
tolerance.

The p-MLQMC-LNA method outperforms all other considered methods in terms of computational cost.
We observe a speedup up to a factor 70 with respect to h-MLMC, and a factor 24 and 7 with respect to
p-MLMC-NNA and p-MLMC-LNA respectively. p-MLQMC-LNA outperforms p-MLQMC-NNA by a
factor 2 to 5. Interestingly, we observe that for this specific engineering problem, the computational cost of
p-MLQMC-NNA is in the same range as the one of p-MLMC-LNA.

We conclude that a better correlation between the levels, i.e., using LNA instead of NNA, in the p-MLQMC
method leads to a lower computational cost.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we have benchmarked the p-MLQMC method on a slope stability problem where the soil has a
spatially varying uncertainty. In conjunction with this, we also investigated how the evaluation points of the
random field, evaluated by means of the Karhunen-Loève expansion, are to be selected in the p-MLQMC
method in order to obtain a lower computational cost. We distinguished two different approaches, the Non-
Nested Approach (NNA) and the Local Nested Approach (LNA). We showed that the approaches impact the
variance reduction over the levels V [∆P`], and thus the total computational cost. p-ML(Q)MC combined
with LNA exhibits a much better decrease of V [∆P`] due to a better correlation between the levels than if
it were combined with NNA. This is reflected in the total computational cost where p-MLQMC-LNA out-
performs p-MLQMC-NNA by a factor ranging between 2 to 5. We also showed that the p-MLQMC-LNA
method outperforms classic Multilevel Monte Carlo (h-MLMC) by a factor ranging between 24 and 70. Fur-
thermore, p-MLQMC-LNA was benchmarked against p-MLMC-NNA and p-MLMC-LNA, outperforming
both methods by a factor 24 and 7 respectively. From these findings, we conclude that, of the considered
approaches, the p-MLQMC-LNA method offers the lowest computational cost for a given tolerance on the
RMSE.
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